
THE BASICS FOR WRITING UNDERGRADUATE HISTORY

Writing a history paper can be a similar experience. You may start out with nothing more than the assignment sheet that
the professor handed out in class.

Read your draft aloud. Has become a cornerstone of financial security for senior citizens IV. For the sake of
all that is holy, read critically. You also point out that in few people envisaged what they were expected to
support in a republic and the trial of the king let alone the Reign of Terror. Pay attention to point 1: changing
the wording of a passage is still plagiarism if you don't credit the author for the ideas you are borrowing.
Answering the Question Summary: identify key terms in the question, define those terms, question the
question what are the assumptions behind it? Every argument has its limits and if you can try and explore
those, the markers will often reward that. To this you can add as much or as little detail as you need to remind
yourself of the information you will include. Share via Email Always look out for flaws in arguments â€” and
that includes your own. In this case, you find two key pieces of evidence that partially contradicts your thesis.
Before you begin your research, it can help to rephrase the assignment in the form of questions you will need
to answer. This is absolutely essential. Phrasing sentences in the active voice allows you to use active verbs
that are more descriptive and that enliven your writing. This is all you need for an effective outline. If you
think it will help, note where you will place statistics or quotations. This is one way of doing things, and it
works for some people. Put page numbers in those notes. Review the main points of evidence you will cover
later in the paper to support your thesis. Know your audience. Elements The basic elements of academic essay
writing are two: a thesis and evidence, divided into three parts: an introduction, the systematic development of
an argument, and a conclusion. All serious writing is done in drafts with many hesitations, revisions, and new
inspirations. Essays should be between words in length at sub honours level and would normally be at honours
level. Have opinions. The activity of Roosevelt's first "Hundred Days" in office helped restore public
confidence by showing that the government was actively seeking to promote recovery. Structure: claim,
counter-claim, rebut counter-claim. At this stage, for most students, these are an aspiration and not an
achievement; but the aspiration is important as it shows you, first, how your degree course is different from A
level and, secondly, what you will be expected to be able to do by the end of your university career. Are you
really citing and examining the texts? Flurry of government activity in "Hundred Days" B. Avoid the use of
qualifying terms. But historians draw their information from a wide variety of primary sources, which might
include chronicles, letters, or official documents, written at or around the time of the events to which they
relate. Finally, indicate where you will conclude your essay. You may start out with nothing more than the
assignment sheet that the professor handed out in class. Collapse of financial system 3. Paragraphs should
have strong topic sentences and be several sentences long. Critically engage. Stop being so lazy. If so, where
are they from? Your own informed perspective is what matters. We spoke to experts to get some simple
techniques that will raise your writing game. Cite sources properly. Find supporting evidence for your thesis.
If you find yourself saying: "Now it's time to move on to Roman numeral IV, Point C, Section 7, Subsection f
," it means you've spent too much time outlining.


